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Now One Foot, Now the Other
On her wedding day, Veronica Sinclair thinks she has it all: the loving family, the
Vera Wang dress, the hunky husband. But then a mysterious and beautiful woman
shows up at the reception, suggesting Veronica's new hubby isn't exactly who he
says he is. As if that weren't enough, Veronica and Richard must flee gunmen in
the middle of their honeymoon, convincing Veronica she got more than she
bargained for when she said, "I do." Thrown into a world of espionage, seduction,
and human trafficking, Veronica must fight for the life and husband she thought
she had - and she must discover whether they are the life and husband she truly
wants.

Two plain and practical Essays, the one on Cattle, the other on
Breeding of Sheep, etc
Detective Bernie Gunther navigates two corrupt regimes in this “richly satisfying
mysterythat evokes the noir sensibilities of Raymond Chandler and Ross
Macdonald while breaking new ground of its own”(Los Angeles Times). Berlin,
1934. Former policeman Bernie Gunther, now a hotel detective, finds himself
caught between warring factions of the Nazi apparatus as Hitler and Avery
Brundage, the head of the U.S. Olympic Committee, connive to soft-pedal Nazi antiSemitism before the 1936 Olympiad Havana, 1954. Batista, aided by the CIA, has
just seized power; Castro is in prison; and the American Mafia is gaining a
stranglehold on Cuba’s exploding gaming and prostitution industries. Bernie, after
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being kicked out of Buenos Aires, has resurfaced with a relatively peaceful new life.
But he discovers that he cannot truly outrun his past when he collides with an old
love and a vicious killer from his Berlin days

One More
Alexander and James Campbell, born and raised in Scotland, immigrated to the
United States as teenagers in the 1850s and settled in vastly different regions of
the country - Alexander in New York City and James in Charleston, South Carolina.
When the American Civil War broke out in 1861, Alexander and James opted to
fight for their adopted states and causes: Alexander enlisted in the 79th New York
"Highlanders" and James in the 1st South Carolina ("Charleston") Battalion. "Him
on the One Side and Me on the Other" tells the remarkable story of these two
brothers divided by the Civil War. Through their wartime letters to family and to
each other, the brothers expose the deep fractures in American society caused by
the most destructive war in this country's history. In the most dramatic moment in
this story of the brothers' wartime experiences, the letters reveal a near-reunion
on the battlefield of Secessionville, South Carolina, on June 16, 1862. There
Alexander was part of the Union force that assaulted Tower Battery, a fort
inhabited by James and his Confederate comrades.

Other Realms: Volume One
Working as a private detective in Munich in 1949, Bernie Gunther copes with the
chaos of postwar Germany when a woman hires him to find out the fate of her
missing husband, a war criminal whose death she wants to confirm.

The Amazing Adventures of 4cents Ned
Musaicum Books presents to you this carefully created volume of "Notes from the
Underground & Other Tales – 7 Titles in One Edition". This ebook has been
designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for
readability on all devices. Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoyevsky (1821 – 1881),
sometimes transliterated Dostoevsky, was a Russian novelist, short story writer,
and essayist. Dostoyevsky's literary works explore human psychology in the
troubled political, social and spiritual context of 19th-century Russia. This
translation by Constance Garnett from the original Russian is widely regarded as a
reference. Garnett translated seventy volumes of Russian prose for publication,
including all of Dostoyevsky's novels. Dostoyevsky's works of fiction include 17
short stories, in this edition we present 7 stories, including two of his 2 most
famous works "White Nights" and "Notes From the Underground": WHITE NIGHTS,
NOTES FROM UNDERGROUND, A FAINT HEART, A CHRISTMAS TREE AND A
WEDDING, POLZUNKOV, A LITTLE HERO and MR. PROHARTCHIN.

Suddenly a Spy
Lightoller remarkably swam away from the sinking Titanic and avoided being
sucked under. This is just one of the incredible escapes described in this book.
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The One from the Other
Good looks, a great job and a cool car--Jack Keeler has it all. He's even found the
perfect girl, the soul mate he always dreamed of. But Jack's world is not what it
seems, and the reality he thought he knew is only an illusion. He suddenly finds
himself in a totally different world, one filled with deceit and death.As Jack realizes
he is a man living in two worlds, his life begins to unravel. He struggles to separate
the world of reality from the world of illusion, but is horrified to find the world in
which he lived and the world in which he now finds himself offer only one
choice--certain death!Set against the vibrant backdrop of present day Chicago, a
small Indiana town, and the South Pacific in World War Two, Delirium is a haunting
love story spanning time and continents. Its compelling and all too human
characters jump off the page to join the reader in the mystery, action and
romance.

Rainbow Valley
One of the most tragic stories of the 1990's rock world was that of singer Shannon
Hoon, and his band, Blind Melon. Despite scoring one of the decade's most
enduring singles and videos, "No Rain,"and a quadruple platinum hit with their
1992 self-titled debut album (in addition to touring alongside rock's biggest
names), Hoon could not overcome a dangerous drug addiction. Only two records
into a promising career, Hoon was dead from an overdose at the age of 28. 'A Devil
on One Shoulder and an Angel on the Other' is the first book to tell the group's
story-culled from over 50 exclusive interviews (including the surviving band
members and those closest to the band) and featuring many never-before-seen
photos. "I am honored that Greg has painstakingly accounted for what the hell
happened during those crazy times. He has summed up all the chaos, jubilation,
and paranoia that is Blind Melon." -Brad Smith, Blind Melon bassist

Lane Changes
"Winner, 2011 Gold Award, Historical Fiction, eLit Book Awards." In the greatest,
foulest city in the world, love, mayhem and betrayal are waiting for the slave,
Alexandros. Given as a gift to the richest man in Rome, he soon discovers that
intrigue and murder stalk the house of his master. Alexandros can solve the crime,
but if he does, the worst punishment may prove to be his own. Alexandros is
astute, well-educated and brimming with caustic wit, but he can't seem to
remember the golden rule of slavery: keep your head down and your mouth shut.
No wonder more than one person in the house of Marcus Crassus wants to see this
former Greek philosophy student dead. Through accident and intervention,
Alexandros manages to survive, but is he willing to take the proffered hand of the
one ally he wants desperately to despise - his owner? Every boon and
advancement accepted from Crassus is an acknowledgment that his former life is
gone. Yet how can he resist? Crassus is a good man, for a Roman. At last,
Alexandros realizes that accepting his condition is the only way to recoup the little
freedom left him. He willingly opens his eyes to his new life and immediately falls
in love with Livia, a fellow servant he's never allowed himself to see. But romance
for a slave is a fragile thing, especially when tragedy befalls the Crassus household
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in the guise of Gaius Julius Caesar and his insatiable ambition. Alexandros has won
the ear of Crassus, but can a slave keep a master of Rome from making a choice
that could topple the foundations of an empire?

Him on the One Side and Me on the Other
Jerry D Young was born at home, in Senath, Missouri July 3, 1953. At age 5 the
family rented a small farm house on an active farm 40 miles southwest of St. Louis.
While the family weren't farmers, they lived something of a homestead type life,
raising a milk cow, sometimes two, and calves, a pig or two, chickens, and the
occasional goat. Along with the stock, a large garden helped to feed Jerry's three
brothers and two sisters for several years. Fishing and hunting contributed to the
pantry, as did foraging the wild edibles on the property. At the age of 14, the
family, minus a brother and two sisters that were now adults and on their own,
moved back to Senath. Having been encouraged from an early age to read, Jerry
was a regular patron of the Senath Branch Library. A love of a good story was born
within him, and shortly before graduating high school, for a lack of stories that he
liked at the library, he began to write short vignettes, and started taking notes for
stories that he wanted to tell. Well, a full life interceded, and the writing didn't
resume for several years. But while working a job with a much free time, and the
then newfangled home computer, Jerry began to write in earnest. With the
occasional gap in the process, Jerry continued to research and write, never
believing he could ever be published. But when he turned 50, he wanted a change
in his life, left the job he was doing and began focusing on his writing. When he
became ill, the writing stopped, but not the inspiration. When he started writing
again, in 2004, after getting the medical problems under control, he began to read
some on-line stories dealing with emergency preparedness, one of his other loves.
The die was cast. Now with over a hundred of the vignettes and short stories about
how to survive disasters written, along with his other novels, Jerry decided to go for
broke, adding one of his previous works every few days to his list of stories now
available, Jerry continues to write, both the Prep/PAW stories, as well as action
adventure with a little romance type stories that first got him started.

Two Treatises, One of the Christian Priesthood the Other of the
Dignity of the Episcopal Order
One Hand Washes the Other
One Without the Other
From a sentient space ship lost in deep space to a man whose hatred of robots
risks tearing his family apart, the characters in this collection of short stories will
stay with you long after you've turned the last page. Discover the future face of
human trafficking through the eyes of a little girl, follow an ancient tribe's shaman
as he embarks on a journey to save his people, or share in an astronaut's final
moments as an alien growth takes over his body; these are just some of the
thrilling adventures packed into Infinite Science Fiction One. Infinite Science Fiction
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is intended to be a long-running series of anthologies. We aim to collect some of
the best science fiction stories from all over the world. We will be back. # TABLE
OF CONTENTS: Introduction by Dany G. Zuwen - "REAL" by Janka Hobbs - "BY THE
NUMBERS" by Tim Major - "TIN SOUL" by Elizabeth Bannon - "SIX MINUTES" by P.
Anthony Ramanauskas - "MATCHMAKER" by John Walters - "THE WEDDING" by Nick
Hilbourn - "SLOW" by Jay Wilburn "GOSPEL OF" by Rebecca Ann Jordan - "THE
SILENT DEAD" by Dan Devine - "NOTHING BESIDE REMAINS" by Matthew S. Dent "THE NIGHT WITH STARS" by William Ledbetter - "BUTTERFLIES" by Doug Tidwell "MESSAGE OF WAR" by Michaele Jordan - "ROLLING BY IN THE MOONLIGHT" by
Liam Nicholas Pezzano - "INFINITY" by J.B. Rockwell

Two Essays; the one on the Origin of Evil; the other on the
foundation of morality To which is annexed a short dissertation
[by J. Topham] on the immateriality of the soul. [The Second
Essay written, and the whole edited by J. F.] Few MS. notes
When Thandi Dladla undertakes to coach a young soccer team in a rural school in
South Africa she little realizes how it will change her life. When levelling the terrain
to make a field she discovers two skeletons which reveal how ninety percent of
people became right-handed. This leads Thandi on a journey of discovery which
helps her not only to coach her team to success but also to find the murderer of
her father, a university professor who fought the Apartheid regime. Because of an
obstructive police investigation her brother decides to take the law into his own
hands and revenge the killing of his father. As she unveils the clues to the identity
of the murderers she learns about the involvement of the State Security Council, a
sinister Apartheid body accountable to none that planned and executed the deaths
of countless black activists. She also discovers the origins of handedness, the role
of the left and right brain in human conduct and the genesis of evil in the world.
Her coaching methods in soccer, including encouraging every player to become
equal footed, challenge many existing practices and she discovers how to teach
her team and students to surpass their previous achievements. Her struggle with
the Catholic headmaster explores the influence of religion in society and its
juxtaposition with science and witchcraft. In a thrilling series of twists the
denouement reveals the dark underbelly of South African society.

The One From The Other
The New York Times bestselling author of the Bernie Gunther novels reimagines
the end of World War 2 in this gripping standalone spy thriller. Autumn 1943. Since
Stalingrad, Hitler has known that Germany cannot win the war. The upcoming
Allied conference in Teheran will set the ground rules for their second front-and for
the peace to come. Realizing that the unconditional surrender FDR has demanded
will leave Germany in ruins, Hitler has put out peace feelers. (Unbeknownst to him,
so has Himmler, who is ready to stage a coup in order to reach an accord.) FDR
and Stalin are willing to negotiate. Only Churchill refuses to listen. At the center of
this high-stakes game of deals and doubledealing is Willard Mayer, an OSS
operative who has been chosen by FDR to serve as his envoy. A cool, selfabsorbed, emotionally distant womanizer with a questionable past, Mayer has
embraced the stylish philosophy of the day, in which no values are fixed. He is the
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perfect foil for the steamy world of deception, betrayals, and assassinations that
make up the moral universe of realpolitik. With his sure hand for pacing, his firm
grasp of historical detail, and his explosively creative imagination about what
might have been, Philip Kerr has fashioned a totally convincing thinking man’s
thriller in the great tradition of Eric Ambler and Graham Greene.

Infinite Science Fiction One
All Jack Falcone wants to do is be a veterinarian. While hoping to get into school he
spends his mornings at the gym, days working at the zoo and his evenings
studying. When Adam Buckminster, the man who just may hold the key to Jack's
acceptance to school shows up at the gym and begins gaining impossible strength
despite doing everything wrong, Jack's life suddenly starts down a spiral of
improbable events. Only with the help of the massive Brock Steele and the selfproclaimed knight Wallace Claymore can Jack hope to get things back to normal. A
witty, unbelievable tromp through the streets of Buffalo, New York ensues that
forces the trio to dance the magical line between science and myth.

Being the Other One
Published in the year 1989, When One wants Out and the Other Doesn't it a
valuable contribution to the field of Family Therapy.

The Other Wes Moore
Thirsty for Payback
When his grandfather suffers a stroke, Bobby teaches him to walk, just as his
grandfather had once taught him.

Being the Other One
I waited until the last two years of high school to take Spanish and am now one of
only three seniors; Sam and Rob are the others. Every day we have to conjugate
verbs and today, the teacher was in a rare mood. Amar: to love That's what I
associated with Rob Holland, the newest student at Naylorville High who somehow
has the power to make me blush, stammer and trip all at once. Molestar: to annoy
That should be Sam Seeley's middle name. Since seventh grade he has annoyed
me to the point where I should earn a gold medal for ignoring him. Matar: to kill
This is what I want to do to the person putting black origami roses in my locker,
writing hateful notes, rude emails and texts and throwing a rock at my bedroom
window. Nadar: to swim My one talent. A college scholarship I desperately need.
Something I never thought I wouldn't be able to do until an "accident" cuts my
swim season short. Aprender: to learn I have a lot to learn. About Rob and how
emotionally stunted a person can be. About Sam and how his life isn't better than
anyone else's. About how one friend's mental illness can have lasting effects.
About love. About myselfLane Meyers.
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A Journey in Other Worlds
Other Realms: Volume One is the first book in a new series that collects original
short stories by fantasy and sci-fi author Shaun Kilgore. In this volume, you'll be
taken to far off fantasy worlds filled with magic, adventure, and the games of noble
houses and the plights of brave warriors. This book contains ten stories, including
"A Reckoning," "Death To The Messenger," "Midwinter Night," "Oathsworn," "The
Beast Of Mern," "The Prophet's Return," "The Risen Queen," "The Ruling," "The
Traitor," and "Winds Of Fate."

When One Wants Out And The Other Doesn't
In this Amazon bestseller, Shelley Moore explores the changing landscape of
inclusive education. Presented through real stories from her own classroom
experience, this passionate and creative educator tackles such things as inclusion
as a philosophy and practice, the difference between integration and inclusion, and
how inclusion can work with a variety of students and abilities. Explorations of
differentiation, the role of special education teachers and others, and universal
design for learning all illustrate the evolving discussion on special education and
teaching to all learners. This book will be of interest to all educators, from special
ed teachers, educational assistants and resource teachers, to classroom teachers,
administrators, and superintendents.

The One from the Other
Four clairvoyant Earthlings are summoned to a distant galaxy, to assist an
abducted race of humans; struggling to defeat an invasion of astral entities. This
epic sci-fi/fantasy draws us out of ordinary reality and into multiple worlds of
extraterrestrial beauty, fabled history, and life-and-death stakes. Read and be
transported.

Haroldsville
From NY Times Bestselling Author, Marie Astor - In a blink of an eye Allyson
Roberts loses her fiancé, her employment, and her fortune. Just when she seems to
have hit the bottom, Ally is recruited by an undercover agency that is interested in
her skills. She takes the job with only one goal in mind: to clear her father’s name.
Payback is the only thought on her mind as she convinces herself that her heart
has no room for love–or does it? A former top agent in his field, Jake Morrissey has
inner demons he can’t put to rest. Now he bides his time as a training instructor.
He’s sworn off women, but try as he might he can’t keep his eyes off Allyson
Roberts. When he’s asked to partner up with Ally on a new assignment, Jake is
tempted to end his retirement. Will he keep running from his fears or will he find
the strength to become the man he once was?

If the Dead Rise Not
Lady Admired
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Big worlds come in coin-sized packages. In a world ruled by money, a lone 1938
Jefferson nickel stands a penny short. Minus a cent, but having discovered within
him a million bucks of fantastic, Ned Nickel sallies forth to save Coinworld from a
worthless future. Shunned by his fellow coins, but sought after by dogged
collectors, 4cents Ned learns that he has a most daunting destiny. With the help of
a sagacious Indian nickel and a shabby and luckless Lincoln wheat penny, Ned
becomes "The Four," champion of small change everywhere. Ned must navigate
the ever-changing currents of commerce as he battles for justice and searches for
the love of his life, a 1922 Peace Dollar named Franny. Beginning in 1949, Ned and
his team of Raider Special Forces roll frolicking forward through the years in their
attempt to save Coinworld-and perhaps the entire universe-from a valueless
future. 4cents Ned is e pluribus awesome. The Amazing Adventures of 4cents Ned
is Book One in the Coinworld

Titanic and Other Ships
A single baby, born to save a world. Two ancient prophecies, both foretelling the
extinction of a race. Two sides racing to their appointment with destiny. A leader of
men, determined to outwit the foretelling of his doom, leads his people in a
sickening massacre to secure the continuation of his race. A single man, troubled
with nightmares and voices in dreams, worries for his sanity as his life crumbles
around him. Alone and friendless, Vincent escapes to isolated freedom, the
loneliness forcing him to succumb to the terrifying nightmares and finally, to listen
to the voices in the dreams. Many worlds away across the aching void, Farra listens
to the voices in her own dreams, and embarks upon a perilous journey to bring
truth and justice to one troubled soul struggling to find a purpose. The child that is
now a man must face his nemesis and end the tide of evil that laid waste his world
as he took his first breath. The voices in the dreams lead them on a journey
through space and time, from world to world in a desperate struggle for truth,
justice, life.

Hitler's Peace
The chilling truth is that his story could have been mine. The tragedy is that my
story could have been his. Two kids named Wes Moore were born blocks apart
within a year of each other. Both grew up fatherless in similar Baltimore
neighborhoods and had difficult childhoods; both hung out on street corners with
their crews; both ran into trouble with the police. How, then, did one grow up to be
a Rhodes Scholar, decorated veteran, White House Fellow, and business leader,
while the other ended up a convicted murderer serving a life sentence? Wes
Moore, the author of this fascinating book, sets out to answer this profound
question. In alternating narratives that take readers from heart-wrenching losses to
moments of surprising redemption, The Other Wes Moore tells the story of a
generation of boys trying to find their way in a hostile world. BONUS: This edition
contains a new afterword and a The Other Wes Moore discussion guide. Praise for
The Other Wes Moore “Moving and inspiring, The Other Wes Moore is a story for
our times.”—Alex Kotlowitz, author of There Are No Children Here “A tense,
compelling story and an inspirational guide for all who care about helping young
people.”—Juan Williams, author of Enough “This should be required reading for
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anyone who is trying to understand what is happening to young men in our inner
cities.”—Geoffrey Canada, author of Fist Stick Knife Gun “The Other Wes Moore
gets to the heart of the matter on faith, education, respect, the hard facts of
incarceration, and the choices and challenges we all face. It’s educational and
inspiring.”—Ben Carson, M.D., author of Gifted Hands “Wes Moore is destined to
become one of the most powerful and influential leaders of this century. You need
only read this book to understand why.”—William S. Cohen, former U.S. senator
and secretary of defense “This intriguing narrative is enlightening, encouraging,
and empowering. Read these words, absorb their meanings, and create your own
plan to act and leave a legacy.”—Tavis Smiley, from the Afterword

Ephaidria
With a Sword in One Hand and Jomini in the Other
'One of the greatest anti-heroes ever written' LEE CHILD Bernie Gunther has
learned the hard way that there's no way to distinguish 'the one from the other'.
The cynical P.I. sees through the deceit and hypocrisy of both friend and foe - a
lifesaving skill in postwar Germany. Munich, 1949 is home to all the backstabbing
intrigue that prospers in the aftermath of war. A place where a private eye can find
a lot of not-quite-reputable work: cleaning up the Nazi past of well-to-do locals,
abetting fugitives in the flight abroad, sorting out rival claims to stolen goods. It's
work that fills Bernie with disgust - but it also fills his sorely depleted wallet. Then a
woman seeks him out. Her husband has disappeared. She's not looking to get him
back - he's a wanted man who ran one of the most vicious concentration camps in
Poland. She just wants confirmation that he's dead. It's a simple enough job. But in
post-war Germany, nothing is simple

The Other Alexander
This carefully crafted ebook: "Rainbow Valley" is formatted for your eReader with a
functional and detailed table of contents. Anne Shirley has now been married to
Gilbert Blythe for 15 years, and the couple have six children. After a trip to London,
Anne returns to the news that a new minister has arrived in Glen St. Mary. John
Meredith is a widower with four young children. The children have not been
properly brought up since the death of their mother, with only their father to
parent them. The children are considered wild and mischievous by many of the
families in the village, causing them to question Mr. Meredith's parenting skills and
his suitability as a minister.

My Heart On One Hand & My Soul On The Other
Traces the author's family's 8,500-mile voyage along the dangerous Northwest
Passage, describing the divorce-related mistrust that overshadowed the endeavor
and the formidable environmental factors that posed constant threats.

Tvvo Treatises, the One of Repentance, the Other of Christs
Temptations
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The one thing Rose Trent, Dowager Countess of Bentley, ever wanted was
freedom. Now it's within her grasp. Or it was, until she was kidnapped on the very
first holiday she'd ever taken. What should have been traumatic has turned into
the most adventurous time in her life, aided by a most unlikely Scot. Unfortunately,
she only has a fortnight to thoroughly enjoy herself before her stepson shows up to
pay the ransom. Laird Aiden MacGregor usually thinks through everything before
taking action. Order is necessary to the running of a successful business and home.
But, one simple rash action throws everything into disorder. He hadn't been the
one to kidnap the delightful and beautiful Lady Bentley, but he'd be the one to pay
the price. As such, he decides to spend the last days on Earth making everything
right with his family, securing their future, and spending every moment he can
with Rose before he swings from the gallows. With a word from her, or perhaps
promise, his neck might be saved, but at what cost and is Rose willing to save him?

Delirium
When there's a disabled child in the family, how are normally developing siblings
affected? According to Kate Strohm, a counselor and health educator, siblings of
the disabled face particular emotional challenges that are often overlooked. Able
siblings commonly struggle with feelings of isolation, grief, anger, and
anxiety—and these and other emotional issues can have lifelong effects. Being the
Other One is based on the author's own experience (as a sibling of a sister with
cerebral palsy) and on extensive interviews she conducted with siblings of all ages.
In clear and compassionate terms, Strohm explores the often secret feelings of
siblings and offers valuable strategies for coping with the challenges they face.
Being the Other One reveals the difficulties faced by siblings at all stages of life,
from early childhood through adulthood, when siblings must often assume
responsibility for the care of their disabled brothers and sisters. Though the book
looks honestly at the many challenges that siblings face, it is full of encouragement
and practical strategies. Strohm emphasizes that when siblings are able to clearly
identify and openly express their feelings and concerns—and when parents and
health professionals offer the needed support—siblings can thrive. This book
includes writing exercises for personal exploration and a substantial resources
section listing helpful books, organizations, and websites.

Notes from the Underground & Other Tales – 7 Titles in One
Edition
Offers an honest look at the emotional challenges faced by siblings with disabled
brothers and sisters, such as isolation, grief, anger, and anxiety, along with
encouragement and practical strategies for clearly identifying and openly
expressing their feelings and concerns--and includes a resources section listing
books, organizations, and web sites. Original.

The Lilean Chronicles: Book One ~ Redemption
The one that goes the other way
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Bernie Gunther, Kerr's beloved protagonist, takes center stage in this fast-paced,
twist-filled historical thriller that turns his acclaimed German trilogy into a surpriseladen quartet.

Doctrine of triangles, in two books, the one composed, the
other translated from the Latine copie written by Henry
Gellibrand
Reproduction of the original: A Journey in Other Worlds by John Jacob Astor

A Devil on One Shoulder and an Angel on the Other
Under threat: a South American leader's life and the future of a British offshore
finance centre.On the case: a man who despises the finance industry.On the way:
suspense, thrills, laughs and romance

The Other Side of the Ice
When the Civil War began, Northern soldiers and civilians alike sought a framework
to help make sense of the chaos that confronted them. Many turned first to the
classic European military texts from the Napoleonic era, especially Antoine Henri
Jomini's Summary of the Art of War. As Carol Reardon shows, Jomini's work was
only one voice in what ultimately became a lively and contentious national
discourse about how the North should conduct war at a time when warfare itself
was rapidly changing. She argues that the absence of a strong intellectual
foundation for the conduct of war at its start--or, indeed, any consensus on the
need for such a foundation--ultimately contributed to the length and cost of the
conflict. Reardon examines the great profusion of new or newly translated military
texts of the Civil War years, intended to fill that intellectual void, and draws as well
on the views of the soldiers and civilians who turned to them in the search for a
winning strategy. In examining how debates over principles of military thought
entered into the question of qualifications of officers entrusted to command the
armies of Northern citizen soldiers, she explores the limitations of nineteenthcentury military thought in dealing with the human elements of combat.
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